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welcome to our company

Welcome  to  Cybertronix  Technologies, where  we redefine possibilities across diverse  sectors. 

Since 1987,  we've been  pioneers in technological innovation, and now, we're proud to introduce

our  distinct divisions  tailored to  meet your  evolving needs.  From  comprehensive  IT solutions

that optimize  your infrastructure to cutting-edge digital marketing strategies that elevate your

online  presence,   we've got  you  covered.  Dive  into  the    future   of   electronic   trading   with

Digital  Nexus,  where  seamless  transactions  await,  or explore  new horizons in transportation

with Cab Connect, our premier rideshare service in Kazakhstan. At Cybertronix, we're more than

just a technology company – we're your partners in progress, dedicated to delivering excellence

in     every     endeavor.     Welcome     to    a    world    of    limitless     possibilities,     welcome     to

Cybertronix Technologies.



about us
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At  Cybertronix  Technologies, we  specialize  in providing end-to-end solutions that add 


tangible  value  to our clients' endeavors. Our commitment is unwavering – we pledge to 


deliver    exceptional    products    and   services   that   surpass   all   client   expectations,


consolidating  everything  you  need  under one roof. Whether it's comprehensive system


and   project  management  or  prompt  issue  resolution,  we're  here  to  handle  all  your


requirements,  allowing  you  to  focus  on  the  core  aspects   of  your  business  and  life.


Through   strategic   partnerships   with  leading  vendors  and  backed  by  highly  skilled


technical  and  solution  design  teams,  we  offer  innovative  products and solutions that


cater  to  the holistic  needs of businesses of all sizes. Our deep understanding of market


dynamics,  meticulous  approach,  and  expertise  enable us to grasp client requirements


effectively,   empowering   them   to    achieve   optimal   return   on  investment  through


cost-effective   technological   solutions   delivered   with   unparalleled   quality.   At  our


essence,  we  are   committed   to   delivering   cost�-effective,   innovative,   and   expertly


implemented  solutions  to  our  clients  with   adaptable    quality.   Innovation,   superior


customer service, qualified personnel, integrity, and accountability are the cornerstones


o f our  organization,  driving  our  success  in  the  market  and   earning   us   established


references.  Welcome  to Cybertronix Technologies, where excellence is our standard and


client satisfaction is our priority.



Our Company Has Evolved And 
Expanded

5+
warehouses

200+
employees

6+
offices

20+
products

50+
partnerships

100+

customers


served

9+

years of


 experience

Yemen

Israel

Iran

Egypt

Jordan

Greece

Bahrain

UAE
Kuwait

Tunisia

Morocco

Qatar

Algeria

Syria

Western Sahara

Djibouti

Iraq

Lebanon

Oman

Libya Palestine

Saudi Arabia

CyprusMalta

Turkmenistan

Armenia

Azerbaijan
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authorized global distributor

samsung the wall series

Cybertronix   Technologies   is  now  an   authorized   distributor   for  the   SAMSUNG    Wall  


Series.  With  top-notch   display  technology,  seamless  integration,   and   our   dedicated


support,  we're here to meet all your visual  needs.  As  authorized  distributors, we provide


genuine  SAMSUNG  products  and  comprehensive  support.  Our team tailors  solutions to


meet   each   client's   unique  needs,  ensuring  smooth   integration  and top performance.


Partner  with Cybertronix Technologies for  your  SAMSUNG  Wall  Series needs.  Trust us to


deliver     high-quality    products    and   services,   so   you   can   focus   on   your   business   


while we  handle  your  tech   requirements. Discover   the   future   of   display   technology


with Cybertronix Technologies.

Get  your  Samsung Wall   from  Cybertronix Technologies  today. Choose from three sizes 


and  resolutions— 110" 2K,  146" 2K,  or 146" 4K.  Enjoy  deep blacks and vibrant colors  with


Black  Seal  and  Ultra  Chroma  Technology. Installation is a breeze with Auto Configuration


Setup.    The    Wall  All-in-One  simplifies     purchasing   with     all-inclusive     components.


Experience  precise color  and  superior  picture  quality  with  20bit processing and Neural 


Quantum  Processor  4K. MICRO  HDR  and MICRO  Motion  redefine  visual standards for an


immersive viewing experience.



Our Divisions
At Cybertronix Technologies, we pride ourselves on a multifaceted approach to innovation 

and  service  excellence,  embodied  in  our  distinct divisions.  Each division is dedicated to 

delivering tailored solutions that cater to the diverse needs of our clientele.
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IT Infrastructure Services

Empowering   businesses   with  cutting-edge  technology  solutions,  our IT  Services Division offers

comprehensive  support  from  procurement  to  maintenance.  From  managing  complex   network

infrastructures to overseeing  intricate project  requirements, we  ensure seamless  operations and

optimal performance

Digital Marketing

In  the   dynamic   landscape   of   digital   marketing,   our   division   stands    at    the   forefront   of  

creativity and strategy. We offer a comprehensive suite of services designed to elevate your  online

presence   and drive  business   growth. With  a focus  on innovation  and  strategy, we  specialize in

crafting tailored solutions that resonate with your audience and drive tangible  results.
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Digital Nexus

Cab Connect

As pioneers  in  electronic  product innovation,  our Digital Nexus Division is  dedicated  to  engineering

state-of-the-art solutions that redefine connectivity and convenience. From consumer  electronics   to

industrial   applications,  we   deliver  high-quality   products  that  elevate  experiences  and empower

businesses to thrive in the digital age.

Transforming   transportation  with   seamless   connectivity   and   unparalleled   convenience,   our 

Cab Connect Division  offers a  comprehensive  ride-share  service tailored  to the  needs  of  modern

travelers. With a commitment to reliability and safety, we provide efficient  transportation solutions

that redefine urban mobility.

Web shop

Our versatile web shop offering a diverse range of products for both consumers and  businesses alike.

Discover a curated selection of consumer goods, from everyday essentials  to luxury items, tailored to

meet  the  needs  and  preferences  o f individual  shoppers. For  businesses, explore a comprehensive

array  of  professional-grade supplies,  equipment,  and services, designed to optimize operations and

fuel growth.  With seamless  browsing, secure  transactions,  and  dedicated  support,  our web shop is

your ultimate destination for all your consumer and business needs.
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IT Infrastructure Services

Home / Office IT Infrastructure Setup

Streamline your  home or office IT infrastructure setup  
for  seamless connectivity and productivity.

Elevate   your   retail   or   restaurant  business  with 

our  tailored  Point  of  Sale  solutions   for   efficient

transactions  and  enhanced customer experiences.

Point oF Sale (Retail, Restaurant, and Mobile)

time attendance & intercom & call system

Efficiently  manage  workforce attendance and  

streamline communication with our integrated 

time   attendance,  intercom,   and call systems,

ensuring seamless operations.

 Servers, Storage, UPS & Power Backups

Ensure  uninterrupted   performance   with  our 

comprehensive    range    of  servers,      storage

solutions, UPS,  and  power backups tailored  to

your business's needs.

Home Automation & IoT Systems Integration

Transform your living space with our innovative home

automation  and  IoT  systems  integration,   delivering 

convenience, efficiency, and security at your fingertips.

Networking & Wireless Communication Systems 

Enable seamless connectivity and communication with our

robust  networking   and  wireless communication systems,

designed for reliability and scalability.

( https://cybertronixllc.com/it-services )



Systems Virtualization Solution

Optimize efficiency and flexibility with our cutting-

edge systems  virtualization  solutions  tailored to

your business infrastructure.

Biometrics & Intrusion Detection  Systems

Enhance  security  measures  with  our  advanced biometric

and intrusion detection  systems, ensuring  comprehensive

protection  for  your  premises.

Equip your workspace with  top-quality desktops, laptops,

peripherals,  and spare parts for seamless operations and 

enhanced productivity.
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Desktops, Laptops, Peripherals & Spare Parts

systems upgrade repair and maintenance

System upgrade,  repair, and maintenance ensure optimal

functionality and  performance of hardware and software, 

enhancing   efficiency   and    longevity   while  minimizing

downtime    and    potential disruptions.

Telephony Systems (IP & Analogue)

Upgrade  your  communication   infrastructure  with 

our  reliable IP and analogue telephone  systems for 

seamless connectivity  and efficient collaboration.

Fire & Safety Systems

Protect your premises and  personnel with our  state-of-

the-art   fire   and    safety     systems, ensuring  peace of

mind and compliance with  regulations.



Audio Visual Equipment’s For Complete AV Systems

Elevate your presentations and events with our comprehensive

range   of    high- quality   audio   visual   equipment,   ensuring 

immersive experiences for your audience.
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Office Stationery, Toners & Cartridges

Stay stocked and efficient with our extensive selection

of  office  stationery,  toners,  and  cartridges, ensuring 

seamless operations and productivity.

CCTV, Gate Barrier picture

Enhance   security   and  control  access  with our integrated  CCTV,  gate barrier,  and  access  control  systems, ensuring

comprehensive surveillance and safety measures.
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Web Hosting Corporate Branding

Providing reliable and scalable hosting  solutions  to   keep

your     website    accessible      24/7,     backed     by     robust

infrastructure and expert support for uninterrupted online

presence.

Elevating your brand’s identity with cohesive and impactful

visual   elements,   from   logos   to    brand    guidelines,   to

establish a distinct and memorable corporate identity.

digital marketing

Web development Web Designing

Crafting  dynamic   and   user-friendly  websites  tailored to

your    needs,    employing    cutting-edge   technologies   to

ensure seamless functionality and optimal user experience.

Translating your brand identity into visually captivating

digital experiences, blending creativity with usability to

create websites that leave a lasting impression.

( https://cybertronixllc.com/digital-marketing )
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Email Hosting and Deployment CRM System Integration

Offering  secure  and  efficient  email   hosting   services

coupled with seamless deployment strategies, ensuring

reliable communication channels for your business.

Streamlining  your  business  operations by integrating

Customer  Relationship   Management  (CRM)  systems,

optimizing     workflows     and     enhancing    customer 

interactions for improved efficiency and satisfaction.

Social Media Marketing Paid Advertising

Leveraging the power of social media platforms to amplify

your brand’s reach,  engagement, and conversions through

targeted campaigns and strategic content  distribution.

Maximizing your online visibility and driving targeted

traffic through strategic paid advertising  campaigns,

tailored to  your objectives and optimized for optimal

ROI.
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Electronics Products

Computer Software Products

Computer Hardware Products

Health and Wellness Products

Offering  a  diverse  range  of  cutting-edge   electronics,

from  sleek  smartphones   to   innovative   smart   home

devices, designed to enhance convenience, productivity, 

and entertainment in the modern digital age.

Delivering  versatile   and   intuitive   software   solutions

tailored to optimize productivity and creativity, spanning

from  sophisticated   operating   systems   to   specialized 

applications,   empowering   users   to   unlock   their   full

potential in the digital realm.

Providing high-performance computer hardware solutions,

including  robust  laptops,  powerful desktops, and reliable

peripherals,   engineered   to   meet  the  demands  of  both

professional and personal computing needs with seamless

efficiency.

Fostering  well-being   and   vitality   with   a   comprehensive

selection of health and  wellness products, our cutting-edge

electronics seamlessly integrate technology with well-being,

empowering  users  to  proactively  manage  their health and

lifestyle. 

digital nexus ( https://cybertronixllc.com/digital-nexus )



brands we offer
Discover top-tier brands in electronics, health & wellness, and computer tech, meticulously

curated to offer cutting-edge solutions for your digital needs

electronic products

computer hardware products

computer software products

health and wellness Surveillance hardware products

network hardware products

14
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Consumer Store

Business Store

Our  consumer  store  website, offering a curated  selection of  essential  digital  solutions.  Explore  a diverse  range of

software  products    including    antivirus,    utilities,    VPN  services,  and  productivity  tools,  meticulously  chosen  to

enhance your digital lifestyle.  With   trusted    brands   and user-friendly interfaces, we empower customers to  secure

their  devices,  boost  productivity, and navigate the digital world with confidence.

Explore a wide  array of high-quality displays,  headphones, and Bluetooth speakers,  meticulously selected to meet the

demands of modern workplaces. With  reliable  brands  and  exceptional      performance,       elevate       your      business

environment    with    cutting-edge    audiovisual   solutions tailored to inspire productivity and collaboration.

web shop

( https://cybertronixllc.com/store-consumer )

( https://cybertronixllc.com/store-business )
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Corporate Transportation

Special Events City Tours

Elevate  your  business  travel  experience  with our

professional   corporate   transportation   solutions,

providing executives and employees with punctual

and  comfortable  rides  to   meetings,   events  and

conferences, enhancing productivity and efficiency

on the go.

Make  every  occasion  memorable  with  our  tailored 

rideshare  services   for  special  events,  whether   it's

weddings,  concerts,  or  parties,   ensuring   seamless

transportation logistics and adding an extra touch of

sophistication to your celebrations.

Explore the  sights  and sounds of your destination with

our      immersive       city     tour       experiences,    where

knowledgeable local guides navigate you through iconic 

landmarks  and  hidden  gems, offering insights into the 

ich history and culture of the city.

Airport Transfers

Ensure stress-free travel to and from the airport with our

reliable  transfer  services,  offering   timely   pickups  and

drop-offs to ensure you reach your flight on time or arrive

at your destination promptly upon landing.

Ride Sharing

Seamlessly connect with fellow travelers and conveniently share ride s to your  destinations, promoting sustainability

and affordability while fostering a sense of  community along the journey.

cab connect ( https://cybertronixllc.com/cab-connect )
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upcoming projects

At Cybertronix Technologies, we are constantly innovating and preparing for the future

to better serve our clients'  evolving needs. Follow us on our Social Channels 

Our CURRENT CLIENTS 

Our  current  clients  represent a  diverse range of industries and backgrounds, reflecting 

the  versatility  and appeal of our products and services. From multinational corporations

to  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises,  we  cater  to  a  broad  spectrum of clients who 

value quality,  innovation,  and reliability.   Overall, our current clients are a  testament to 

our  reputation  as  a  trusted  provider  of  premium  products  and  services,  and  we look 

forward to welcoming new clients into our esteemed portfolio.

Cybertronixllc
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recently completed projects

Gt1 Villa - Tawar

Scope: CCTV System



Sydney Tower G+t9 Building

Scope: WIFI  System optimization



Gt1 Villa- Al Barsha

Scope: Intercom System



G+1 Villa - Sharjah

Scope: CCTV System, Intercom 

System,  IT Network System

Installation



DNS Investment- Business Bay

Scope: CCTV System installation,

IT  Infrastructure    Upgrade,

Uninterrupted\ Power Supply 

and    Data  Centre   Compute   

Modules  Installation.



G+1 Villa - Al Barsha South

Contractor: Golden Choice 

Contacting

Scope: CCTV, intercom, Home

Automation



Fuji Aluminium - Al Dhaidh

Scope: CCTV, IT System Upgrade and 

Optimization



Bthirteen Advertising - Karama

Scope: IT system Optimization and Upgrade



Yacht Medusa

Scope: Uninterrupted Power Supply 

Troubleshooting and Installation, WIFI 

System Optimization, Sound System Repair

and Upgrading



G+7- Ansari Building - Al Ajman

Scope: BMS Systems Deployment and 

Programming.



Al Ansari School - Sharjah

Scope: Networking Systems

Troubleshooting  and 

Deployment



EMAR - Dubai Mall

Scope: WIFI Systems Surveying 

andDeployment



G+t2- Crown Villas - Al Barsha 1

Scope: IT Systems and WIFI System

Optimization, Upgrading and 

Installation



Gt3 - Ocean Villas - Al Soufouh

Scope: Home Automation and

Networking



GG+1 (Villa Ria) - Al Barsha

Contractor: Carewell Contracting

Scope: CCTV, Intercom System, Home 

Automation



G+2-5 Nos. (Villa Town House) - Mirdif

Contractor: Grans Contracting - 
Dubai

Scope: CCTV, Intercom System, Home 
Automation



G+1-7 Nos. (Villa Town House) - Mirdif

Contractor: Falcon Contracting

Scope: CCTV, Intercom System, Home 
Automation



G+1-11Nos. (Villa Town House) - Mirdif

Contractor: Condour Group 
Contacting

Scope: CCTV, Intercom System, Home 
Automation



G+t2 Villa - Ras al Khor

Scope: FPS Systems Deployement and

 Programming
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